Simple. Flexible. Stylish. These are just a few words to describe Codi, the universal side chair that shines with versatility. Codi, designed by Archirivolto, is the chair for everyone, with an incredible range of colors, shapes, and materials to choose from.

An interesting mix of materials – plastic, wood, felt, and metal – sets Codi apart, providing a fun variety of styles. Each material gives Codi a different expression, while maintaining a strong continuity of style. Whatever interior you have in mind, Codi has an option, or a combination of options, to fit your style.
Available in a fun range of plastic colors with matching powder coat options, Codi can be bright and lively or muted and neutral. Codi does not limit you to monochromatic schemes, giving the option to mix and match colors from base to shell.

Codi Plastic Colors

- Aqua
- Black Cherry
- Canary
- Fog
- Lava
- Lime
- Stone
Codi’s pressed felt shells add texture and visual interest. Using innovative techniques, the felt shells are manufactured with the highest standards for utmost stability.
This elegantly simple plastic side chair features several base options, ideal for adapting to many different environments and design styles. To take these design options one step further, Codi is also offered as a barstool with the option of a four-leg base or a sled base.

These bar height bases complement the design style of the chair height counterparts, providing a great tool for maintaining a strong design continuity. Both the sled and four-leg bases can stack for convenience.